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Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People — First Report — 
Annual Report 2020–21 — Motion 

Resumed from 8 December 2021 on the following motion moved by Hon Kyle McGinn — 
That the report be noted. 

Hon PIERRE YANG: I very much look forward to this report because we spent two hours on a very important 
motion that the whole house agreed on. It is very important that we continue in that trajectory and that fashion and 
we have a sensible debate on important motions, rather than politicising and trying to question the decisions made 
by the voters of Western Australia in March 2021. The membership of this house is a direct result of the voters’ 
decisions in March 2021. I think the voters’ decisions should be respected, rather than being questioned. I shall 
come back to the report. 
Several members interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I certainly would not agree with Hon Peter Collier’s self-defeating comments that we do 
not have an opposition. We have an opposition. 
Hon Peter Collier interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I will talk about the report very soon. I was only giving you the courtesy, sir, of responding 
to your comment. In any event, I shall go back to the report. 
Several members interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I think the report has been moved and we have two hours left on this, so I shall continue. 
I will address my remarks through the deputy chair. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Dr Sally Talbot): Hon Pierre Yang, you do have the call. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I have spoken on a number of occasions on this very important report. It documents the 
activities of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People in both the fortieth 
and the forty-first Parliaments. Page 2 lists the reports tabled by the joint standing committee between 1 July 2020 
and 7 December 2020. The three reports are: From words to action: Fulfilling the obligation to be child safe, 
which was tabled on 13 August 2020; Annual report 2019–20, which was tabled on 15 October 2020; and In their 
own voice: The participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings, which was tabled on 
26 November 2020. 
I wish to take today’s time to look at one of the reports I have mentioned, and that is the fifth report of the joint standing 
committee, From words to action: Fulfilling the obligation to be child safe. Deputy Chair (Hon Dr Sally Talbot), 
you would recall from our time on the legislation committee, at times that committee was extremely busy. We 
were meeting on Mondays of a sitting week and, of course, for a few hours on Wednesday mornings of a sitting 
week. I remember, Deputy Chair, you were the chair of the Standing Committee on Legislation. Hon Nick Goiran, 
Hon Colin de Grussa and Hon Simon O’Brien were also members. I remember that you had to juggle the responsibilities 
as both the chair of the legislation committee and the chair of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People. It was a sterling job that you did juggling those responsibilities and leading both 
committees as the very capable chair. I, of course, did not know how much work was involved in that joint standing 
committee, except from looking at the reports. Many reports were produced by that joint standing committee. I can 
testify to the amount of work that the legislation committee put in during those four years. I learnt a tremendous 
amount from yourself, Deputy Chair, as the chair of the legislation committee and of course from the deputy chair 
of that committee, Hon Nick Goiran, and all the other members of the Standing Committee on Legislation in the 
fortieth Parliament. 
Coming to report 5 of the joint standing committee in the fortieth Parliament, I wish to talk about the first chapter 
in particular. 
Hon Nick Goiran: Member, are you satisfied with the number of members witnessing this speech at the moment? 
Normally, you would not be very happy. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Sorry? 
Hon Nick Goiran: Maybe one of your colleagues will make some efforts. You are busy; you cannot be the Whip 
and give a speech at the same time. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: You are asking whether we have a quorum. I think we do have a quorum at this point. 
Certainly, having counted the room, I am satisfied as the Whip that we have a quorum in this place. Thank you very 
much for raising that point. 
Coming back to the report, the World Health Organization talks about — 
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Stopping the epidemic of violence against children can provide wide-ranging and substantial health, social, 
and economic benefits, both nationally and globally, as well as for subsequent generations. 

I am glad that the committee in the fortieth Parliament opened the report with that set of words. That is a very 
important point. I am glad that in the fortieth Parliament this committee opened its report with that set of words, 
because we are setting ourselves up for success if we ensure that young people in every country get the best they 
deserve in terms of care, education and future job opportunities. We all have a duty to make sure that the next 
generation of Australians are taken care of and are supported. That is why I am particularly pleased that the 
committee opened its fifth report with those words. 
Earlier this afternoon, we debated the importance of supporting children and young people in their early years. We 
also heard from Hon Lorna Harper last night about the decision by the City of Perth to close its childcare centre in 
the city. When I travelled on the train, which is a while ago now, I noticed that childcare centre but I had never been 
to it. I watched the video about the news of its closure and saw the inside of that centre. It is a tremendous tragedy 
that a decision has been made to close that down. I also heard from Hon Sandra Carr about the initiatives of an 
Albanese Labor government to support investment in the early childhood sector. It is very important to note that. 
Hon Donna Faragher interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I heard from Hon Donna Faragher in her contribution, but this is my time to comment 
on the first report of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People titled 
Annual report 2020–21. 
Deputy Chair, I have 22 seconds left to wrap up my contribution on this occasion. I may have the opportunity later 
to continue so that I can get to the other parts I want to talk about in the fifth report of the joint standing committee, 
which was tabled in the fortieth Parliament in August 2020, and I look forward to that opportunity in the next 50 minutes. 
Hon KLARA ANDRIC: I, too, rise today to speak on the first report of the Joint Standing Committee on the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People. This is a rather short report, but it does outline the very comprehensive 
work of the committee during the reporting period between 1 July 2020 and 7 December 2020, which spans the 
fortieth and the forty-first Parliaments. I note some of the work both parliamentary committees conducted, which 
is included in this report. I will probably start with information obtained during the fortieth Parliament. 
The report states that during the course of the reporting period, it concluded one inquiry, tabled three reports, held 
eight deliberative meetings and took evidence from two witnesses. Quite a lot of work was done in the public 
hearings. A hearing was held on 16 September 2020 with Colin Pettit, the then commissioner, and Mrs Natalie Hall. 
I am sure I have mentioned previously the reports in the fortieth Parliament that included From words to action: 
Fulfilling the obligation to be child safe tabled on 13 August 2020; the Annual Report 2019–2020 tabled on 
15 October 2020; and the final report, In their own voice: The participation of children and young people in 
parliamentary proceedings tabled on 26 November 2020. 
I also mentioned in this place before that I had the privilege of serving on the committee for the month of the 
reporting period that occurred during the forty-first Parliament. During that short time, three deliberative meetings 
and one briefing were held. I had the opportunity to meet then commissioner, Colin Pettit, and Mrs Natalie Hall 
on being appointed to that committee. 
As we all know, and as mentioned by Hon Pierre Yang, the committee does important work for children and young 
people. It is well known that children are our future, so we need to do our very best to support them in any way 
that we can. Investing in our children and young people is possibly the best investment we can make for the future 
of Western Australia. 
I note Hon Donna Faragher’s motion today. I believe that both sides agree on the importance of children and 
investing in them. It will not be long before many of those children, who are our future, will one day fill this very 
chamber and no doubt will try to do a better job than we have done in this role. We should keep this in mind when 
we think about children in general and how we as a government need to always make sure that we support them. 
As I mentioned, I had the privilege of meeting the former Commissioner for Children and Young People Colin Pettit 
at the meeting noted in the report in June 2021. I once again thank him for his great service as commissioner. He did 
some great work in his time. I believe he served as the Commissioner for Children and Young People for approximately 
six years. We will discuss some of that period in considering this report and when we debate other reports that come 
before this place. I have no doubt that the new commissioner will do an equally fantastic job in this role. 
I am not sure that I have talked in depth about the new commissioner, Jacqueline McGowan-Jones, but many members 
will know that she took up her appointment in January 2022. I will read from the information package I have on 
Jacqueline. It states that Jacqueline is passionate about the future of children and young people and believes that 
the role of commissioner brings high expectations from our young people so they have a strong voice to advocate 
for their views across government. It is important to note that Jacqueline has a long history of working in education, 
child protection and Indigenous affairs. This acknowledges the amazing credentials of the new commissioner. 
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I know she will do some great work in this very important area, which is certainly very important to me and, as we 
saw today, to many members across this chamber. She is a woman with great experience and has held some very 
senior executive roles in her career. I look forward to the work she does in her new role.  
As we always do, it is very important to recognise the staff, who play a very important role for all committees, and 
in this case ensure that we work to the highest of standards to get the best outcomes for children and young people. 
Noting that, I take this opportunity to thank the principal research officer, Dr Sarah Palmer, who I thoroughly enjoyed 
working with during my time on this committee, as well as research officers Lucy Roberts and Ms Catherine Parsons, 
who do a great job in informing us and making sure the committee runs as it should and that we get the best outcomes 
we possibly can with committee work. 
I also thank the current committee. The updated membership included me. I thank the chair, Robyn Clarke, the 
member for Murray–Wellington; the deputy chair of the committee, Hon Neil Thomson, member for Mining 
and Pastoral Region; as well as the remaining members: my delightful parliamentary colleague in this house, 
Hon Ayor Makur Chuot, member for North Metropolitan Region; and Rebecca Stephens, the member for Albany. 
Both inside and outside the reporting period of this report, we have seen some really, truly great work done by the 
Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People, and I want to put it on record that 
the committee should be very proud of its accomplishments. I recently finished reading the report Exploring the 
decline in wellbeing for Australian girls: August 2021, which started from the Speaking Out Survey that was 
conducted in 2019. The report, released in August, is troubling, and there are a lot of things in there that we need 
to look at and address, but it is really important that this committee is doing all this fantastic work to make sure 
that Parliament and many of us are aware of the challenges that children and young people are facing. 
It was a delight to be on the committee. I will continue to have an active interest in all reports that the committee 
presents to Parliament because I know how important it is and the important work that it does for the most vulnerable 
people in our community and those who do not necessarily always have a voice: our children. Thank you for the 
opportunity to be on that committee, and I really do hope I get to speak on some future reports as well. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: My view is that unless there are members who still have further things to examine, the first 
report of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People, Annual report for 
2020–21, can be noted. It was debated twice in this place, on 10 November last year and then on 8 December. 
Every member will take the opportunity to consider different elements of the report. The element that I had spent 
some time examining on 10 November in particular was the work by the then Commissioner for Children and 
Young People on a report entitled Independent review into the Department of Communities’ policies and practices 
in the placement of children with harmful sexual behaviours in residential care settings. That piece of work was 
undertaken primarily in the reporting period, but not exclusively, so the annual report did not specifically touch on 
that, albeit it that the committee indicated that it had invited the then commissioner to a briefing to meet the new 
members and outline his recent and ongoing work. It also indicated that in the months ahead the committee would 
review and report on the commissioner’s annual report and other key recent reports published by his office. 
One of those reports is the report to which I referred. However, on 10 November we did not yet have the benefit of 
the committee’s second report. I draw to members’ attention that the second report of the Joint Standing Committee 
on the Commissioner for Children and Young People is listed at 6 on the notice paper for our consideration. The 
report, which was tabled on 18 November, specifically deals with a number of reports, including this one to which 
I have referred. I have already drawn to the attention of the government on two previous occasions the necessity 
for it to provide a meaningful, substantial response to that report, noting in particular that three recommendations 
were directed to the Minister for Child Protection in addition to the six recommendations that were directed to 
the department. That has not yet occurred, and I remind the government that it has an obligation to provide such 
a response. 
That said, it is not a response to this first report by the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children 
and Young People and it is a matter that I do not intend to prosecute until such time the government provides a response 
when we consider the second report listed at 6. 
Hon SANDRA CARR: I rise to also speak on the first report of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People, Annual report for 2020–21. I note that the annual reporting period spanned the end 
of the previous Parliament, the fortieth Parliament, and the start of the current Parliament, the forty-first Parliament. 
This committee met for the first time on 2 June 2021 with four new members. It had only one month of operation 
before the end of the financial year, so it is indeed a brief report of only three pages. The committee had an important 
starting point, which was to hold briefings with the Commissioner for Children and Young People, Colin Pettit. 
Mr Pettit’s tenure was to end in November, so the report thanked him for his dedicated service, which was important 
to recognise. 
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The committee tabled the report titled From words to action: Fulfilling the obligations to be child safe. Child safety 
is a very important consideration of this Parliament. The committee looked at what was required to ensure that 
organisations are working with children to implement the national principles of child-safe organisations. 
If we move a bit further into the report, we see that in the fortieth Parliament — 

During the course of the reporting period 1 July 2020 to 7 December 2020, the Committee: 
• concluded 1 inquiry 
• tabled 3 reports 
• held 8 deliberative meetings 
• took evidence from 2 witnesses. 

The report also states — 
During the period 1 July 2020 to 7 December 2020, the Committee conducted one public hearing, taking 
evidence from 2 witnesses to assist with its investigations … 

As an outcome of its investigations, it tabled three reports during the period of 1 July 2020 to 7 December 2020. 
Those reports include From words to action: Fulfilling the obligations to be child safe, which was tabled on 
13 August 2020; Annual report 2019–20, which was tabled on 15 October; and In their own voice: The participation 
of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings, which was tabled on 26 November 2020. It is important 
that we, as a governing body and a Parliament, discuss and consider the way in which we incorporate the voices 
of young people in the work that we do. 
Hon Donna Faragher’s motion today looked at early childhood education and the value that it brings to young 
people’s lives and our community as a whole. We want to raise strong, capable and well-educated young people 
to ensure that they can fully participate in the full range of opportunities that society provides for them. One of the 
ways in which it provides opportunities is through participating in and understanding the political process. We need 
to ensure that they can harness their own voice and rights within society by understanding and participating in the 
political process. One thing that the WA Parliament does very well is its parliamentary education service, which 
reaches out to schools and delivers regional education programs to make sure that our young people are well informed 
about how the parliamentary process functions. It does that by bringing in a range of paraphernalia to help young 
people understand things like preferential voting and the different houses of Parliament. The other avenue, of 
course, is to bring young people into our beautiful building here, so that they can engage on the ground with what 
it is like to be in Parliament. Our wonderful education officers in the WA Parliament bring the whole process to life 
for young people, by taking them around the building and telling them stories about what is happening in the current 
day in Parliament and also some of the different ways that Parliament has operated historically and how some of 
its processes have evolved. Youth Parliament is also an excellent avenue for young people to participate in and 
learn about the parliamentary process in a supportive environment. They find themselves in these seats in these rooms 
and really engage with and understand what it means to be a member of Parliament and to be active in the political 
process. It is a great way to demystify what Parliament is. 
We spend a lot of time educating young people to follow a series of rules or to behave in certain ways without 
realising that decision-making processes involving such things as boards, committees or groups have developed 
and constructed those laws. One thing that we often forget to do is to involve young people in those processes. For 
example, I know from my own experience as a teacher that within a school context we often forget that young 
people have some excellent ideas, thoughts and values as well as a whole range of experiences that they can bring 
to constructing rules and expectations around how they should engage in the school environment. When we actively 
engage young people, we find that they are a lot more capable and a lot better informed than we gave them credit 
for. I can give a good working example of that. The last school that I worked at before I changed careers was in 
the process of employing a new principal. In the months leading to up to that, I surveyed all the students who came 
through my door—on any given day, it was 80 to 100 students in a school the size I was teaching in—about the 
kinds of attributes they thought should be in the job description file for the new principal. I asked them what they 
would want. We did it each day. We kept it on the board and they would add to it or cross it out. We came up with 
an excellent JDF, which we shared with the employment agency so that it could see the kind of leader the students 
were hoping for in their environment and to whom they would respond. Interestingly, it was pretty much the kind of 
leader they ended up with. It was a really empowering experience for those young people to engage in that process. 
That is really quite similar to the participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings, in that it is 
the same process—they debate and put forward ideas and see that their voice matters and their ideas have commonality. 
Finding that common ground to put forward rules, ideas or whatever the case may be is really important. I think that 
it is an excellent opportunity if we keep engaging and encouraging young people to use their voices. 
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I think the leadership of young people is a significantly under-harnessed resource, so I am really pleased to see 
that part of the work of the committee is to examine that and make sure that it really harnesses the voices and 
wonderful insights of young people in our Western Australian community. That will show them that they are not 
powerless in our society, and that if they engage in our democratic process, they are far more likely to maintain their 
rights, freedoms and the kinds of things we all hold dear so that we can, in all honesty, hand on heart, call ourselves 
a democracy. If people do not understand that or do not see the value or importance of personal participation, we 
run the risk of a slow and steady corrosion of what we know to be democracy. It is really important that we encourage, 
maintain respect for and really value the voices of young people and keep guiding young people in the direction 
of utilising their voices to make sure that they have their say in the community in which they live. For that reason, 
I am really pleased to see that as part of the first report tabled by the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I wish to continue where I left off about 20 or so minutes ago, but I wish to change tack 
slightly by looking at a discussion paper referred to in the first report of the committee, Annual report 2020–21, 
called In their own voice: The participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings. We heard 
from Hon Sandra Carr about the importance of ensuring that young people learn about democracy from a very young 
age. That is very important. I think Western Australia in particular is doing very well in that respect. As members 
would remember, many schoolchildren have visited Parliament when it has sat or been in recess. Unfortunately, 
due to the COVID situation, that is not happening now, but I certainly look forward to the passing of COVID cases 
in Western Australia so that we can again welcome young people and other visitors from the community to this place 
so that they can see in person, not just online, democracy in action. The discussion paper tabled by the joint standing 
committee back in November 2020 talked about the importance of ensuring that children in Western Australia are 
heard. In paragraph 1.1, the committee noted — 

During the Committee’s work over the last four years, a number of witnesses raised the importance of 
hearing the voice of the child by directly referencing the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child (UNCRC). The UNCRC was ratified by Australia on the 17 December 1990. It is the most widely 
ratified human rights treaty in history, embracing all aspects of a child’s life. 
Taken together, the provisions set out the civil and political rights to which children are entitled and affirm 
the substantive rights of children to have a voice—including in public decision-making. The specific right 
of children to form and express views freely in all matters affecting them and to have those views given 
due weight, is set out in Article 12. 
Article 12 is a well-established legal principle and there is growing evidence that it is being implemented 
into public decision-making process internationally. In spite of this, decisions that affect a child without 
the child’s view having been sought are commonplace. 

I want to draw from an example that we all saw last year, when children were protesting about the lack of action 
on climate change. This has been demonstrated by the Morrison Liberal government. In the recent federal budget, 
there is nothing about climate change. There is also a lack of action and a lack of funding for the aged care sector. 
There is no respect for people who work in that industry to provide care for our elderly Australians. There is also 
a lack of support for climate action. A lot of people in the community are noticing that. The budget is aimed at 
garnishing votes, but I think Australians are smart enough to see through the smoke and when they go to the ballot 
box will make the decision to elect a government that has the best interests of all Australians at heart and makes 
decisions on behalf of all Australians. 
We remember those children who wanted to express a view about their observation of the lack of action on climate 
change in this country. Let us face it. It is for many a casual responsibility. However, a lot of state governments, 
including the McGowan Labor government, are doing a lot in that space. The children who wanted to express 
a view were brutally shut down by some conservative commentators, with words to the effect, “They should stay in 
school. That is what they should do.” That kind of comment is very unhelpful. That degrades the very essence of our 
democratic principle of freedom of speech. That does not mean that when we turn 18 years of age, all of a sudden we 
have freedom of speech, but, the day before that, we cannot voice our opinion. It does not work like that. People form 
their opinions as they grow older. I dare say, members, that when we were teenagers, we all thought we knew best. 
We knew everything. That turned out to be quite incorrect. A lot of the time, my parents were right, and I was wrong. 
I do not know whether that is a common experience shared by other members; members can speak for themselves. 
To come back to the point I was making, children have the right to voice their opinions. For adults to say, “Your place 
is in school; go back and learn”, is quite unhelpful in fostering the harmonious society that we all try to subscribe to. 
We all want to create a better community for the next generation. This committee’s discussion paper is an important 
reminder to all in the community that just because someone is younger and has not yet turned 18 does not mean 
that we can ignore their opinions. Children have the right to do that. We live in a free country. We should not say 
that just because someone is not 18 years of age, I am sorry, but they have to go back to school and cannot voice 
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their opinion about climate change. When we are gone, they will have to deal with the issue of an ever changing 
climate. They will have to deal with the unfortunate situation that the people before us, and us, have created for the 
next generation. The committee is onto something very helpful and very useful. It is reminding people that we live 
in a free country, and that all members of this community, whether they are 80 years old or eight years old, can and 
should be able to express their views. 
I wish to talk about another aspect that is related to the discussion paper in the first report of the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People, Annual report 2020-2021. That is the progress 
and achievement that is being made in the House of Commons in the United Kingdom. It has a more structured 
method of providing guidance for young people who want to participate in parliamentary proceedings. Page 5 of 
the discussion paper noted by the committee states — 

The Committee received direct evidence from the National Children’s Bureau (NCB) in the United Kingdom 
(UK) regarding their experiences in helping children and youth provide oral evidence to a parliamentary 
inquiry. 

I do not have sufficient time today but I certainly look forward to talking about this aspect more. 
HON DAN CADDY: This is the second time that I have stood to speak to the first report of the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People, Annual report 2020-2021. That report was presented 
to this chamber by my good friend Hon Neil Thomson in September last year. Today has been a pretty exciting day 
in the chamber. We have had the opportunity today, through the excellent motion moved by Hon Donna Faragher, 
and now in this debate, to talk about young people and opportunities for young people, and that is always an exciting 
thing to do. As Hon Klara Andric said, and it is a cliché, but it is the truth, young people are our future. The more 
we talk in this place to let young people know that we value their voices and their contributions, the better it will be 
for everyone. I will get to that later, because I want to refer to one specific thing in one of the reports that is mentioned 
in this annual report. 
Last time I spoke, I thanked the former Commissioner for Children and Young People, but what I did not get to, 
to echo something else that Hon Klara Andric said, was to thank Dr Sarah Palmer and the rest of the committee staff 
for their hard work on this report. 
The annual report mentions two other reports that were tabled by the committee earlier this year. The committee 
actually tabled three reports, one of which was obviously the previous annual report, which is fairly standard. One of 
those was From words to action: Fulfilling the obligation to be child safe, which was tabled in August. The other 
was In their own voice: the participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings. I found that 
report extremely interesting. When we talk about giving children a voice, one of the titles within that report was 
“Meaningful participation needs meaningful supports”. I have had a look at this part of the report. Basically, 
the committee outlined how difficult it was sometimes—they were unforeseen difficulties as far as I could tell 
from reading the report—to engage with some young people and get them involved in the process. I read this 
some time ago, but it was milling around in my head this morning when I was listening to the contribution of 
Hon Donna Faragher, excellent as it was, and the contribution from Hon Lorna Harper.  
We talked in this chamber this morning a lot about the importance of education and early childhood education. I think 
it was Hon Lorna Harper who had all the statistics. She is obviously far more knowledgeable in this area than I am and 
somewhat of an expert, as is Hon Donna Faragher, with her experience. One of them, I think it was Hon Lorna Harper, 
talked about the influence of the first three years of a child’s life for moulding that child into who they are, how they 
will think, how they will process things and how they will basically start out in life. That will go a long way towards 
determining the sort of life that they have. I just want to read a little excerpt from this report. It states — 

When the Committee first started to look at the participation of children as a standalone issue, it was 
hoping to gain evidence directly from children and young people about the different ways they might like 
to participate in a committee inquiry. 

It then talked about the difficulties that were met and it listed some of them; I will not go through all of them. It 
included matters of consent; it is self-identifying and obvious what that is, but the one that struck me that I was 
thinking of this morning when I was listening to honourable members talk to the motion was the capacity of 
children to answer questions. I thought that was interesting. Does some of that go back to our pathways of 
education, and does some of that go back to the opportunities and environments we provide our younger people at 
an extremely young age, well before they are in a position to participate in committee inquiries? Does that go back 
to those formative years, which, as we heard this morning, is what moulds these children towards what they will 
be, people who are capable of absolutely participating in those inquiries? Across the chamber, as I said, was the 
topic of education of our children at all ages. Obviously, this committee process would grab children as young 
people, as young adults, at the end of that journey. 
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It strikes me that it is obviously the responsibility of all adults, of everyone, to not only provide a nurturing environment 
for young people, but also provide education. Whether we are talking about formal qualified educational staff or 
talking about parents, the onus is on every single one of us to make sure that our young people, whether they are 
our family members, our children, or in the case of paid professionals, other people’s children, or sometimes, for not 
just paid professionals, but for all of us to have that influence on young people to get them to that point. It is especially 
incumbent on those of us in this place who have leadership roles in community to do what we can do to make sure 
that the structures within the state, or within our jurisdiction at least, are as robust as possible and are as helpful as 
possible to all of our young people. 
It is well known that education and educational opportunities for people is not equal. That is the case, obviously, 
right across the world, but we get that within the country, within this jurisdiction of Western Australia and even within 
smaller areas. Members of the other place may well notice disparities within a single electorate, especially those 
with larger electorates. We need to do what we can. We need to try to equalise as much as possible. It is important 
to note that that ought to be done by improving. I am not a fan of equalisation for equalisation’s sake, when sometimes 
things are dumbed down to the lowest common denominator; I do not think that serves anything. I believe in allowing 
the best to be available to everyone in society and all our young people, especially our young children at the start, 
after what we heard today. 
Members would be well aware of the inequities that existed in tertiary education in this country prior to the election 
of the Gough Whitlam Labor government. When people today talk about their life journey—I am not just talking 
about people in this chamber, or people in our profession, but people all over, some highly educated and highly 
successful people—they thank a lot of people. They thank everyone, but they will often thank the Gough Whitlam 
Labor government because without that change and the equalisation of the tertiary education playing field, those 
people, some of the best and brightest people in the country, may not have been able to go to university to get that 
first start. They may not have got their foot in the door towards their degree, which then may have gone on to become 
a masters or a PhD. Brilliant legal minds have been admitted to the bar who may not have had that opportunity in 
the past. It is the entire journey of education. 
Hon KYLE McGINN: I rise again to make a contribution to this report. It has been a good debate, listening to 
members talk today. It has definitely made me think about an event or a project the YMCA runs in WA. Hon Dan Caddy 
touched on a report that I spoke to last time I was speaking on this annual report, which is In their own voice: 
The participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings. I want to give a big shout-out to 
the Youth Parliament, which plays an amazing role within WA to engage young people with the system. The Y puts 
in a massive effort to involve young people the entire way through the process, from the training to the camp in 
July, when they come into Parliament and have their mock-style Parliament. They go through all the procedures, the 
standing orders and everything else, which I think is pretty amazing. 
A young lady named Amy Astill, who is an intern in my office, was lucky enough to be a Premier last year and 
has now gone on to become a coordinator with this year’s Youth Parliament. She first entered the Youth Parliament 
as a member, progressed up to Premier and has now progressed to become a coordinator. Giving children and young 
people the opportunity to get a taste of what Parliament is about in their own combative, debating educational 
format serves the future of this state really well and ensures that Parliament is not seen as something abnormal. 
That is what the report, The participation of children and young people in parliamentary proceedings, really brought 
home to me. Over in the United Kingdom they try to break down barriers with mock hearings and picture books 
et cetera about what it will be like when they get there. The Y does a fabulous job on Youth Parliament here in WA 
and I give a massive shout-out to all of them.  
Consideration of report adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, pursuant to standing orders. 
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